ABSTRACT. It is known that the partial sums of Vilenkin-Fourier series of Lq functions (q > 1) converge a.e. In this paper we establish the L result for a class of rearrangements of the Vilenkin-Fourier series, and the Lq result (1 < q < 2) for a subclass of rearrangements.
4'»=v,0<a»-»<pONMs).
We have We note that for each <l>n with vmN <*n <(v + \)mN, there is a Xfc with vmN < k < (v + \)mN such that <¡>n = xfc. Hence {<j>n} is a rearrangement of {x"} within blocks of indices vmN < n < (v + l)mN, N > 0, 1 < v < pN. If oN v is the identity permutation for all N, v, then {<j>n} coincides with {X"}. In the case of the Walsh system, pN = 2 for all N, so that v = 1 for all N.
The Kaczmarz rearrangement occurs when aN ,(/) = A7 ""/ ~ 1, 0 < / < A7 -1, 7V= 1,2, ....
We will use the following notation. ForZG L1(G), let ¡=o w (respectively 5"Z = 2"r¿ X./g/X/^Aí) be the «th partial sum of the Fourier series of Z with respect to {<pn} (respectively {x"}). Since {<£"} is a rearrangement of {X"} within blocks of indices vmN <n<(v+ \)mN, TvmNf= SvmNf for N > 0, 1 < v < pN. Let T*f = suPw>j \Tnf\, and S*Z = supn>, \SJ\. We have the following This condition is only used in the proof of Lemma 1. We remark that this subclass also contains the identity rearrangement given by aN "(/) = /, 0 </ <A-1, as well as the Kaczmarz rearrangement given by aN , (/') -N -j -1, 0 < / < N -1, in the case of the Walsh system. The absolute constants C and C in the above theorems are independent of the permutations {aN v}.
Remarks. It might be interesting to compare our a.e. convergence results with those of other systems.
For the usual Vilenkin-Fourier series, the proof of [5] yields the following result (see [6] , [10] and [8] ). There are absolute constants C and Cq such that:
(a) \\S*f\\q < Cq Wf\\q,fGLq(G), K q < ~. (b) p{x G G: S*f(x) >X}<Cexp(-CX/II/IL), X > 0, /G L°°(G). (c) 115*/ll, < C/Gl/l(log+ \f\)2dp + C,fGL(log+L)2(G). For the Kaczmarz rearrangement of the Walsh system, it is shown in [16] that if ¡Q l/l(log+ \f\)2dx < °°, then the partial sums of the Walsh-KaczmarzFourier series of/converge a.e. to / This is proved by using a result of P. Sjolin [10] on the a.e. convergence of Walsh-Fourier series.
As for a.e. divergence results, it is known that there exist functions in ¿(log+log+L)1_e, 0 < e < 1, whose Walsh-Fourier series diverge a.e. (See Moon [9] .) In the case of the Walsh-Kaczmarz-Fourier series, such a result holds for the Orlicz class L(log+L)l~e, 0 < e < 1. (See Balashov [1] .) 3 . Outline of proof. The proof will proceed as follows. The L2 result (the case q = 2 of Theorem 1 part (a)) will be obtained as a consequence of the corresponding result for the Vilenkin-Fourier series [5] . This will be proved in §4.
To prove the remainder of Theorems 1 and 2, it is enough to prove the following basic result:
We call /a special function if/= hIF where IF is the characteristic function of a measurable subset F of G, and h a measurable function with values in 04, 1].
Basic result. Let 1 < q < °°. For 1 < q < 2 we assume that the permutations {<pN "} satisfy the block condition. Then there are absolute constants C and Cq such that p{x G G: T*f> X} < CqX~q f \ßqdp, where X > 0, /is a special function, and C" < C(q -1) 2 if 1 < <? < 2 and Cq < Cq if 2 < q < °°.
The basic result together with the theory of interpolation and extrapolation of operators imply the remainder of Theorems 1 and 2. The proof of this implication can be found in Hunt [6] , Sjolin [10] , and Hunt and Taibleson [8] . We will omit the proof.
The argument used in the L2 proof will also be used to reduce the basic result to a basic lemma. The statement of the lemma and the reduction will be given in §4.
In order to prove the basic lemma we need estimates on certain maximal functions of the Hardy-Littlewood type. These estimates are obtained in §5.
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to the proof of the basic lemma. The techniques used are modifications of those in [5] , which are adaptations of the methods of L. Carleson [3] and R. A. Hunt [6] , [7] . We will emphasize the difference between our proof and that for the usual Vilenkin-Fourier series [5] . The parts which are essentially the same will be omitted. We now prove Theorem 1 part (a) for the case q -2. It follows from [5] that the L2 result holds uniformly for each of the systems {x"} and {x%'v}, N = 1,2.l<z>< pN. Hence we obtain fG\S*f\2dp<cfG\f\2dp, and f sup \S^vfN'v\2du <cf \fN'"\2dp,
here C is independent of N and v. Thus J sup sup sup \Sn*-vfN'"\2dp
N=l v=l G cfWdp, 'G by Plancherel's formula. These estimates together with (2) yield the L2 result. We also use (2) to reduce the basic result to a basic lemma. Let/be a special function. From [5] , we have p{x G G: S*f(x) >X}< CqX~q SQ ^qdp, with C < Cq2(q -1)_1 ,l<q<°°.
(The proof in [5] is for characteristic functions, and can be carried out for special functions with very little change.) Thus, in view of (2), the basic result follows immediately from the Basic lemma. Let 1 < q < °°. For the case 1 < q < 2, we assume that the permutations {oNv} satisfy the block condition. Fix X and f with X > 0 and fa special function. Let L = L(q) = [4q2/(q -1)] + 1, where [■ ] denotes the greatest integer function. Then there exist an exceptional set E = E(X, q, f) in G, and absolute constants C and Cq with Cq < Cql(q -1), such that p(E) < C^X~qfG \f\qdp, and x G G ~ E, N > 1, 1 < v < pN, vmN < n < (v + \)mN implies \S^vfN-v\<CLX.
The idea of proof of the basic lemma is as follows: For each N = 1, 2». . . , 1 < v < pN, we use the techniques of L. Carleson [3] and R. A. Hunt [6] , [7] to construct an exceptional set EN v such that if x G EN , then \S^-vfN'v(x)\ < CLX for vmN<n< (v +'\)mN. Our exceptional setE will be the union of all the exceptional sets EN v. The lemmas proved in the next section will be essential for estimating p(E).
Remark. In the case of the Walsh functions, the sequence {\pn} is the Rademacher sequence {rn}. It was observed in [13] , that if {rn.} is any rearrangement of {rn}, then the Lq result, 1 < q < °°, holds for the system generated by {/•".} and the standard ordering. This result uses the Lq result for the Walsh system with the standard ordering and the existence of a bijective measure-preserving transformation r such that rn . = r¡ ° r for / > 0. In the context of Vilenkin systems, there exists a bijective measure-preserving transformation r: UjL0Zp. -► Il°°=0Zp such that ty0m -i>\ ° t where {i//¿}JL0 is the sequence for n°lnZ_ ._ corresponding to the Rademacher functions. This fact and the result '-« "o(i) ô f [5] can be used to construct exceptional sets EN which are similar to the sets EN v we construct in this work. Because we want to estimate the size of the union of all the sets EN , our sets ENv are in fact different than the sets ENv we would obtain above. Our construction of the exceptional sets is a modification of the Carleson-Hunt technique used in [5] , and we shall be brief on those parts of the construction which are essentially unchanged.
5. Maximal inequalities of the Hardy-Littlewood type. Let E(g\g1, . . . ,gn) denote the conditional expectation of g given the Borel field generated by g¡, . . . ,gn. To prove the basic lemma for the case 1 <q < 2, we need the weak type (r, r) (r> 1) estimate of the operator g-+ f*= sup E(\g\\i," •",..., t?-v). Proof. We can assume that g > 0. We begin by observing that for any n, <\-'fG mpo(E(g\<p0,...,tk))rdp <BrrX-rf\g\rdp, where Br < rl(r -1). This completes the proof of Lemma 2. Remark 1. We remark that the mapping g -* sup" k>0E(\g\\\¡/",..., i>n+k) is not of weak type (1, 1). Consequently, for r = 1, the conclusion of Lemma 1 would not hold in general. This accounts for the fact that the argument we use only enables us to establish the a.e. convergence result for the rearranged series for functions in the class Z,(log+Z,)2log+log+¿, whereas, for the Vilenkin-Fourier series, a similar argument yields the same result for functions in the class Z.(log+Z,)log+log+¿.
The following is a modification of an example communicated to us by K. H. Moon. We assume, without loss of generality, that p¡ > 2, / = 0, 1, . . . . We will construct a sequence of functions {gm}, 0<gm GL1 ( On the other hand, for any r > 1, fG \gm \rdp = n™0p7'. This verifies our statement.
To prove the basic lemma for the case 2 < q < °°, it is sufficient to consider the operator g->g**= sup E(\gN-vlW,...,tfr-'>), N>1 where, as we recall, **■> -S("+1)wjvs Svmi/g. Lemma 3. For 2 < r < <*>, \\g**\\r < 2 fell,, g G Lr(G). Consequently, we have 
fe**L < W".
Our lemma follows from (4) and (5) and the Riesz convexity theorem (Calderón and Zygmund [2] ). 6 . Proof of the basic lemma for the case 1 < q < 2. We will first construct, for each N > 1, 1 < v < pN an exceptional set EN v such that, if x £ EN v, then \S%-vfN'"(x)\ < CLX for vmN <n<(v+ \)mN. Many of the details will be omitted since they are essentially the same as those in [5] .
We will use the following notation. where C0 is an absolute constant to be determined later. Hence for x G ttju-p#+r' with uMt9j+r C w^ C «£(|)/, Wjv>t/+r G n^ "C»(û>^" /), co^>l>f/, k), and x € UNv(n(^vJ), caNpj, k), we have (9) ISfe,,/)^*> -^WrO**'«1 < Co^P"fc+ ' X.
Le* %,». =■ vn,v u Ufc=i Ua^jv.p)^,^«^*/,,,/). «£.*,/• k). We will
show that x GEN v implies (10) \Snv'"fN'v(x)\ < CLX for zrow < « < (v + l)mN.
Before showing this we must make some technical adjustments. We first note that if vmN < n < (v + \)mN and p~kX <,Att<UNv o)(uN¡v,0) <P~k+1 X. then (n(uNv0), 0)N¡,0) G A* (A7, v). Now suppose vm'N <n<(v+ l)mN, p-kX<An(u*Nvj)(u%v4), 1 </ < N + 1, and co*>i;>/ £ VNv. Then there exists a triple («, «^"j» ¿0 such that (ll)(i) ñ(uNv¡¡) = n(03Npj), 00 "jv.ty D wJV>,/> (iii) 1 < k < jfc, and (iv) (n(w* "j-), co^y7) G Af (A7, t>). This is a consequence of (6) we have¿»(^^(«¿.»./i) >P_fc°+1 X, by (8) . Choosefo uHtVjx,k~x) as in (11) with kx minimal. Then WNJJi(w^ vj ), (àNtVj , /Cj) is defined. Let oj^ y ■ denote the element of this partition which contains x. We have uN,v,j2 Ç wJv>,/i»"(wiv>,/2) = *(wJv>,/2)' and' frorn (12) and (9) l5fe,,/j)^^)-5fe,,/2)^^1 <l5fe.,/j)^yW-«iV>I,,/j)/Ar'V)l + IS*«'. /^'"(X) -S5'y . /^"f»l <p~~kl + 3X + 2C0Lklp-ki + lX.
(See [5, (96) ].) If n(cj^ v . ) = ira^, we stop. Otherwise, we repeat the above step until we obtain
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